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Editorial

The articles and abstracts of this volume are outcome of scientific work done at the institutes the authors are (until the date of this publication) professors and lecturers, and graduate students (PhD, MA, BA). The purpose of this issue is to provide researchers and students of Estonian and international music educational institutions publicational output for their current work and to motivate them for future scientific work. In this framework the 3rd scientific conference for MA and PhD students "Music education yesterday, today, tomorrow" (MEYTT2010) April 15–17, 2010 organized by Tallinn University Institute of Fine Arts, Department of Music functioned as public forum for popularizing scientific work and it’s practical application. This volume presents 14 selected articles and longer abstracts which were chosen from altogether 18 proposals accepted also as paper presentations at MEYTT2010. All texts are reviewed especially for this volume by an international committee.
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